
Competency: [K-12 I Can Statement that explains what students can do within that topic]

Standard Alignment: [Common Core Standards that match with the above Marzano Topic]

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0
• [Learning that is more complex/goes above and beyond what is taught.]

3.0 • [Target Learning goal for 6th grade, written as an “I can” statement]

2.0
• [Skills/foundational knowledge/isolated details/vocabulary that leads a student 

toward a 3.0.]

Resources

Evidence

Explanation of Competencies

Analyzing Text Organization and Structure ATOS1 [Marzano Topic with abbreviation]



Reading Informational Text

Competency: Reading: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the text's structure and main ideas in a variety of increasingly complex print 

and non-print informational texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.
Standard Alignment:

• 6.RL.6.5-Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of the theme, setting, or plot.

• 6.RI.6.5- Analyze how a particular sentence, paragraph, chapter, or section fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of the ideas.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form and explain my own thoughts and opinions about how the organization of a 

text supports the text’s theme or main idea.

• Body

• Caption

• Causation

• Chapter

• Chart

• Comparison

• Conclusion

• Description

• Diagram

• Graph

• Heading

• Introduction

• Main idea

• Paragraph

• Problem/solution

• Section

• Sentence

• Sequence

• Text feature

3.0
• I can explain how each important part of the text I am reading impacts its 

organization and structure.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Identify multiple text features, like headings, paragraphs, captions, graphs, charts, 

etc.

• Identify the introduction, body, and conclusion in a nonfiction text.

• Identify the main idea in a sentence or paragraph.

• Describe what different text structures represent, like description, sequence, 

causation, problem/solution, and comparison.

• Identify words used in a description structure, like “for example” and “characteristics 

of.”

• Identify words used in a sequence structure, like “first,” “next,” and “finally.”

• Identify words in a causation structure, like “because of” and “as a result of.”

• Identify words in a problem/solution structure, like “issue,” “response,” and “problem.”

• Identify words in a comparison structure, like “unlike,” and “similar.”

• Compare the content and structure of one paragraph to another paragraph in the 

same text.

Resources

Text structure Unit

Evidence

• Adding text features to an article (3 article options)-Hopper Empower

• Empower Add text features-Hopper

• Argument Evaluation Organizer

Analyzing Text Organization and Structure ATOS1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EtM2Z0xL7uFFhNY3Rt9UzBEB51iz_JijsGKhn_Yz8-fN3w?e=flk0qB


Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:
• 6.RL.6.5-Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of the theme, setting, or plot.

• 6.RI.6.5- Analyze how a particular sentence, paragraph, chapter, or section fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of the ideas.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form and explain my own thoughts and opinions about how the organization of a 

text supports the text’s theme or main idea.

• Colon

• Comma

• Dash

• End stop

• Enjambment

• Line

• Line break

• Main idea

• Period

• Punctuation

• Rhyme

• Rhythm

• Semi-colon

• Stanza

• Title

3.0
• I can explain how each line or stanza of a poem impacts its overall organization and 

structure.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Identify the parts of a poem, like stanzas, lines, line breaks, and titles.

• Describe the purpose of stanzas and lines in poetry.

• Identify rhyming words in a poem.

• Identify enjambed and end-stopped lines in a poem.

• Describe the effect of enjambed and end-stopped lines.

• Describe the patterns of punctuation, rhyme, line length, and stanza shape in a 

poem.

• Identify words or phrases that are repeated in a stanza or poem.

• Identify the main idea in a line or stanza.

• Compare two stanzas or lines in a poem and describe the similarities and differences 

in structure and content.

Resources

poetry unit

Evidence

• Poetry- Jabberwocky poem

Analyzing Text Organization and Structure ATOS2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/ElX5XWG5C75LoP2md4aBzYwBwKnX9WJqrRNk6hqjckrtnQ?e=XDd0WM


Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.
Standard Alignment:

• 6.RL.6.1- Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.

• 6.RL.6.2- Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or judgments.

• 6.RI.6.1- Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.

• 6.RI.6.2- Determine a central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or judgments.

• 6.RI.6.3- Analyze in detail how a key individual, event, or idea is introduced, illustrated, and elaborated in a text (through examples or anecdotes).

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Decide how the theme or main idea of a text would be different if specific details of 

the text were changed

• Conclude

• Fact

• Hook

• Introduction

• Main idea

• Evidence

• Citation

• Explicit

• Inference

• Theme

• Central Idea

• Annotate

3.0
• I can explain how an author introduces and communicates the main idea of a text 

using specific details.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Identify where the main idea is usually introduced in a nonfiction text.

• Identify when the author uses a hook, like an anecdote, interesting fact, or question, 

to introduce the main idea in a text.

• Annotate important names, places, actions, or ideas that relate to the main idea in a 

text.

• Identify ideas repeated throughout a text.

• Identify sentences or paragraphs that help the reader understand a repeated idea

• Explain what a particular sentence or paragraph says about a repeated idea in a 

text.

• Explain how text features, like headings, images, and captions, relate to or address 

an idea.

• Describe what the end of a text says or concludes about a repeated idea.

Resources

Underlining for Importance PowerPoint
Poetry Unit

Text Structure Unit

Close Reading Unit

Evidence

• Gabe King ACE Chapter 10

• ALWTW ACE Honey

Analyzing Ideas and Themes AIT1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/ElX5XWG5C75LoP2md4aBzYwBwKnX9WJqrRNk6hqjckrtnQ?e=XDd0WM
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EtM2Z0xL7uFFhNY3Rt9UzBEB51iz_JijsGKhn_Yz8-fN3w?e=flk0qB
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/Elu59K5kWYhDoNqwJH16guEBWRYnWW-XjcqfJOsqFUimZw?e=IYLHl0


Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:
• 6.RL.6.1- Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.

• 6.RL.6.2- Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or judgments.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Decide how the theme or main idea of a text would be different if specific details of 

the text were changed.

• Character

• Conflict

• Lesson

• Setting

• Theme

• Universal

• Main idea

• Primary conflict

• Narrative

3.0
• I can explain how an author uses specific details to communicate the theme of a 

text.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Say that a theme is a universal idea that can apply to many texts and real life.

• Identify the central characters, setting, and primary conflict in a text.

• Identify repeated ideas or situations in a text.

• Explain how a character interacts with a repeated idea in a text.

• Compare how a character thinks and acts at the end of a narrative to how he or she 

thinks and acts at the beginning of a narrative.

• Identify passages or details in a text that relate to a specific theme.

Resources

Elements of a Story Unit

Evidence

• Elements of a Story Unit – State the theme in picture books

• Gabe King ACE Chapter 15 Quote

• Identify theme worksheet

Analyzing Ideas and Themes AIT2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=MhM1w9


Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.
Standard Alignment:
• 6.RL.6.1- Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.

• 6.RL.6.2- Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or judgments.

• 6.RI.6.1- Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.

• 6.RI.6.2- Determine a central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or judgments.

• 6.RI.6.3- Analyze in detail how a key individual, event, or idea is introduced, illustrated, and elaborated in a text (through examples or anecdotes).

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Decide how the theme or main idea of a text would be different if specific details of 

the text were changed.

• Element

• Graphic

• Organizer

• Purpose

• Summary

• Main idea

• Categorize

• Annotate

Bias

Opinion

Valid

3.0
• I can summarize a text using supporting details without adding my own thoughts, 

opinions, or judgements.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Describe the purpose of a summary.

• Identify which elements of a text should be included in a summary, like when, where, 

who, and what.

• Annotate the main actions or ideas in each paragraph of a text.

• Annotate the main characters or people in each paragraph of a text.

• Explain what happens at the beginning, middle, and end of a text

• Use graphic organizer to categorize the different elements of a text that need to be 

included in a summary.

• Create a summary sentence using a sentence frame.

Resources

Elements of a Story Unit

Evidence

• Elements of a Story Unit – Summarize picture books using plot diagrams
• A Long Walk to Water ACE-Civil War

• "Eleven" summary ACE

Analyzing Ideas and Themes AIT3

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=6iBaLW


Writing opinion/Argument

Competency: Students will write argument pieces on topics or texts, supporting claims with reasons and information backed by research.
Standard Alignment:

• 6.RI.6.8- Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from claims that are not.

• 6.SL.6.3- Delineate a speaker's argument and specific claims, distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from claims that are not.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form my own judgements about the arguments or claims presented in a text and 

decide if the author has provided enough textual evidence to support and defend 

his or her stance.

• Argument

• Backing

• Claim

• Evidence

• Grounds

• Qualifier

• Reason

• Thesis

• Thesis statement

• Central claim

• Fact

• Opinion

• Differentiate

• Judge3.0 • I can describe the arguments or claims presented in a text.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Describe the parts of an argument, like claim, grounds, backing, and qualifier.

• Explain why each part of an argument is important.

• Identify each part of an argument in a text.

• Explain that a thesis statement usually states the central claim.

Resources

Argument Writing Unit

Evidence

• In Class Debates

• Argument Evaluation Organizer with Time For Kids Articles

• Evaluating Student Examples

Analyzing Claims, Evidence and Reasoning ACER1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fbowersc%5Fcharleston%5Fk12%5Fil%5Fus%2FDocuments%2FArgument%20Unit%2FArgument%20Writing%20Unit&FolderCTID=0x0120003BB3252AD86A0B4D8105962CA974D301


Writing Opinion/Argument

Competency: Students will write argument pieces on topics or texts, supporting claims with reasons and information backed by research.

Standard Alignment:
• 6.RI.6.8- Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from claims that are not.

• 6.SL.6.3- Delineate a speaker's argument and specific claims, distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from claims that are not.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form my own judgements about the arguments or claims presented in a text and 

decide if the author has provided enough textual evidence to support and defend 

his or her stance.

• Claim

• Evidence

• Explanation

• Logical

• Reasoning

• Judgement

• Argument

• Differentiate

• Supporting evidence

• Stance

• Annotate

3.0
• I can differentiate between arguments and claims that are supported by evidence 

and reasoning and those that are not.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• List the types of evidence that can appear in a text

• Rank the types of supporting evidence from strongest to weakest, like knowing that 

using facts to support a claim is more convincing than using personal experiences.

• Explain how reasoning should link claims and evidence.

• Annotate evidence given to support a claim in a text.

• Annotate the explanation or reasons an author gives that link a piece of evidence to 

a claim.

• Identify claims that do not have enough evidence.

• Identify evidence that is not supported by logical reasoning.

Resources

Argument Writing Unit

Evidence

• In class debates

• Article of the Week with News ELA

• Argument Evaluation Organizer with Animal Testing Article

• Evaluating Student Examples

Analyzing Claims, Evidence and Reasoning ACER2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fbowersc%5Fcharleston%5Fk12%5Fil%5Fus%2FDocuments%2FArgument%20Unit%2FArgument%20Writing%20Unit&FolderCTID=0x0120003BB3252AD86A0B4D8105962CA974D301


Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.RL.6.3- Describe how a particular story's or drama's plot unfolds in a series of episodes as well as how the characters respond or change as the plot moves toward a resolution.

• 6.RL.6.5- Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of the theme, setting, or plot.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form thoughts and opinions about the relationship between two conflicts in a 

narrative text.

• Conflict

• Plot

• Person vs. nature

• Person vs. person

• Person vs. self

• Person vs. society

• Turning point

• Narrative

• Sequence of events

• Theme

• Setting

• Plot

• Chapter

• Scene

• Stanza

• Resolution

3.0 • I can explain how conflict is developed in a narrative text.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• List common types of conflicts in narrative texts, like person vs. nature, person vs. 

person, person vs. self, and person vs. society.

• Remember specific events or situations from a text.

• Identify the main problem or conflict in a text.

• Describe how a problem is introduced in a text.

• Identify the turning point of a narrative, when things seem to be heading towards a 

resolution.

• Describe how a conflict or problem is resolved in a text.

Resources

Elements of a Story Unit

Read-Alouds

Evidence

• Elements of a Story Unit - conflict worksheets; explain the conflict in picture books

• Gabe King ACE Setting Analysis

• Post-Read Aloud Plot Map

Analyzing Narratives AN1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=6iBaLW


Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.RL.6.3- Describe how a particular story's or drama's plot unfolds in a series of episodes as well as how the characters respond or change as the plot moves toward a resolution.

• 6.RL.6.5- Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of the theme, setting, or plot.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form thoughts and opinions about the relationship between two conflicts in a 

narrative text.

• Figurative language

• Imagery

• Metaphor

• Personification

• Setting

• Summarize

• Conflict

• Narrative

• Character actions

• Compare

3.0 • I can explain how a setting is developed in a narrative text.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Explain how a setting can affect a character’s actions and conflict.

• Identify details that describe the setting of a text.

• Identify figurative language that relates to the setting of a text, like imagery, 

metaphor, and personification.

• Summarize what the reader knows about the setting at different points in a text.

• Compare the setting of a text to modern, everyday life.

• Sketch an image of the setting of a text.

Resources

Elements of a Story Unit

Read-Alouds

Evidence

• Elements of a Story Unit – setting worksheets; analyze setting in picture books

• Gabe King Unit - ACE Setting Analysis (see Question Bank)

Analyzing Narratives AN2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=6iBaLW


Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:
• 6.RL.6.3- Describe how a particular story's or drama's plot unfolds in a series of episodes as well as how the characters respond or change as the plot moves toward a resolution.

• 6.RL.6.5- Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of the theme, setting, or plot.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form thoughts and opinions about the relationship between two conflicts in a 

narrative text.

• Antagonist

• Character

• Conflict

• Dialogue

• Protagonist

• Narrative

• Compare

• Central character

• Character action

• Character behavior

• Character attitudes

3.0 • I can explain how a character develops in response to a conflict in a narrative text.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Identify the antagonist and protagonist in a text.

• Describe a central character’s appearance, words, behaviors, and thoughts at 

different points in a text.

• Compare different characters’ appearances, words, behaviors, and thoughts at 

different points in a text.

• Identify an event or situation in a text where a character shows a new or changed 

behavior, attitude, or action.

Resources

Elements of a Story Unit

Read-Alouds

Evidence

• Elements of a Story Unit – character worksheets, ACE responses (see Question Bank)

• Read-Alouds (See Unit's Question Bank for specific questions)

Analyzing Narratives AN3

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=6iBaLW


Reading Informational

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the text's structure and main ideas in a variety of increasingly complex print and non-

print informational texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.RI.6.6- Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and explain how it is conveyed in a text.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form my own opinions and judgements about how an author incorporates multiple 

points of view to develop a text’s purpose

• Author

• Central idea

• Fact

• Opinion

• Paraphrase

• Quotation

• Topic

• Point of view

• Judgement

• Annotate

• Inference

• Context

• Narrator
3.0 • I can form ideas and opinions about an author’s point of view on a specific issue.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Identify the topic, central ideas, and events discussed in a text.

• Annotate words in a text that describe a particular person, event, or idea.

• Describe how an author’s word choice depicts an event, person, or idea in a text.

• Use context to make inferences about specific words and describe their deeper 

meaning.

• Identify facts the author includes to support an opinion.

• Identify places in a text where an author includes other people’s opinions or ideas.

Resources

Memoir Unit

Argument Writing Unit

Poetry Unit

Figurative Language Unit

Evidence

• Empower Ace Responses

• (Debate)

• (Civil Rights Events – primary/secondary docs)

• Argument Writing Unit – analyzing student examples

Analyzing Point of View APV1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EtMRLGsENmdJjtNZsgpS6hQBtZPaSFBnSfzO4L7A4Uu_ng?e=UluhNY
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EsaQ-fo_zjJFgrqEZF5z1_cB5pN-oVJJ_MnySPC1fT3epA?e=hXbSvS
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/ElX5XWG5C75LoP2md4aBzYwBwKnX9WJqrRNk6hqjckrtnQ?e=XDd0WM
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EiVgVdQ-BnZIkLajlCJ51iQBLIxmp3J501jAG971ocngDA?e=WaJyZG


Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.RL.6.4- Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word choice 
on meaning and tone.

• 6.RL.6.6- Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a text.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form my own opinions and judgements about how an author incorporates multiple 

points of view to develop a text’s purpose.

• Character

• Description

• Dialogue

• First person

• Second person

• Third person

• Narrator

• Speaker

• Reflection

• Opinions

• Point of view

• Author

• Characteristics

• Perspective

• Author’s purpose

3.0 • I can describe how the author develops a narrator’s point of view in a text.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Describe how the narrator’s or speaker’s point of view is different than the author’s 

point of view.

• Identify the genres or kinds of texts that use a narrator or speaker to tell the story or 

ideas.

• Describe the difference between first-, second-, and third- person points of view.

• Identify pronouns that indicate which point of view is being used in a text.

• Describe a narrator’s or speaker’s relationship to the events in a text.

• List the general characteristics of the narrator or speaker in a text.

• Describe the narrator’s or speaker’s opinion about certain characters, events, or 

ideas in a text.

Resources

Elements of a Story Unit

POV Flocabulary Video

Read-Alouds

Evidence

• Elements of a Story Unit – worksheets, test

• 3 Little Pigs adaptation Project

• That was no Brother text set with Venn Diagram

Analyzing Point of View APV2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=6iBaLW


Reading Informational

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the text's structure and main ideas in a variety of increasingly complex print and non-

print informational texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.RI.6.7 - Integrate information presented in different media or formats as well as in words to develop a coherent understanding of a topic or issue.

• 6.RI.6.9- Compare and contrast one author’s presentation of events with that of another author’s presentation of the same events.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form my own opinions and judgements about how events in a nonfiction text are 

interpreted by a fictionalized presentation, like an audiobook or a movie.

• Article

• Autobiography

• Biography

• Compare

• Detail

• Event

• Genre

• Main idea

• Memoir

• Nonfiction

• Point of view

• Purpose

• Tone

• Contrast

• Theme

• Fiction

• Judgement

• Graphic organizer

3.0
• I can compare how nonfiction texts from different genres or authors discuss the same 

events.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Describe different genres of nonfiction, like autobiography, biography, and memoir.

• Identify the genres of two different nonfiction texts.

• Identify one or more important events or ideas that two texts share.

• Describe the point of view, main ideas, and significant details in two texts.

• Use a graphic organizer to compare the points of view, main ideas, and significant 

details in two texts.

• Explain why someone might want to read two texts on the same topic, even if both 

discuss the same events or ideas.

Resources

ALWTW unit

Watsons Go to Birmingham Unit

Evidence

• A Long Walk to Water ACE Clean Water

• Civil Rights Events Articles and Venn Diagram

• Plight of the Jewish people v Salva journey Venn Diagram

Comparing Texts CT1



Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.RL.6.9- Compare and contrast texts in different forms or genres (e.g. stories and poems; historical novels and fantasy novels and fantasy stories) in terms of their approaches to 
similar themes and topics.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form my own opinions and judgements about how events in a nonfiction text are 

interpreted by a fictionalized presentation, like an audiobook or a movie.

• Compare

• Drama

• Fable

• Fairytale

• Fantasy

• Fiction

• Genre

• Historical fiction

• Nonfiction

• Poetry

• Realistic fiction

• Science fiction

• Theme

• Contrast

• Opinion

• Judgement

3.0 • I can compare how fiction texts from different genres discuss similar themes or topics.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Describe differences between fiction and nonfiction texts.

• Describe different genres of fiction, like fantasy, science fiction, and historical fiction.

• Explain how the structures of poems, fiction, and dramas differ.

• Identify the characters, settings, and important events from two texts.

• Use a graphic organizer to compare the characters, settings, and events from two 

texts.

• Identify passages in two different texts that address a particular theme.

Resources

Watsons Unit - Ballad Of Birmingham Poem

Elements of a Story Unit

Evidence

• Watson's: Children's March Poem compare to Kenny's experience in Watsons

• Elements of a Story Unit – compare themes in picture books

Comparing Texts CT2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=6iBaLW


Reading Informational

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the text's structure and main ideas in a variety of increasingly complex print and non-

print informational texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.RL.6.7- Compare and contrast the experience of reading a story, drama, or poem to listening to or viewing an audio, video, or live version of the text, including contrasting what 

they "see" and "hear" when reading the text to what they perceive when they listen or watch.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form my own opinions and judgements about how events in a nonfiction text are 

interpreted by a fictionalized presentation, like an audiobook or a movie.

• Audio

• Element

• Pacing

• Point of view

• Representation

• Tone

• Backdrop

• Tone of voice

• Writing style

• Visual qualities

• Audio qualities

• Source material/text

• Version

• Compare3.0
• I can compare the experience of reading a text to listening to or watching an audio, 

live, or digital version of a text.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Compare how ideas are presented in texts to how they are presented by audio or 

video.

• Describe how meaning can be portrayed through sounds, colors, backdrop, tone of 

voice, and pacing in video or audio versions of a text.

• Describe the point of view, tone, and writing style of a text.

• Describe the tone, visual qualities, auditory qualities, and pacing of an audio or visual 

version of a text.

• Identify when an element from a text seems to be missing from its audio or visual 

version.

• Identify when elements appear in an audio or visual version that do not appear in its 

source text.

Resources

Gabe King Unit

ALWTW Unit

Watsons go to Birmingham Unit

Evidence

• Theme comparison worksheet-Gabe King

• Gabe King vs. Remember the Titans Venn Diagram

• A Long Walk to Water ACE Clean Water

• Compare Watsons book to movie

Comparing Texts CT3



Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.
Standard Alignment:

• 6.RI.6.4- Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings.

• 6.L.6.4- Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 6 reading and content, choosing flexibility from a range of strategies.

• 6.L.6.4.A- Use context as a clue to meaning of a word or phrase.

• 6.L.6.4.B- Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word

• 6.L.6.4.C- Consult reference materials, both print and digital to find the pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its precise meaning or its part of speech.

• 6.L.6.4.D- Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase

• 6.L.6.5.B- Use the relationships between particular words (e.g. cause/effect, part/whole, item/category) to better understand each of the words.

• 6.L.6.5.C- Distinguish among the connotations (associations) of words with similar denotations (definitions) e.g. Stingy, scrimping, economical, unwasteful, thrifty

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form my own thoughts and opinions about how figurative, descriptive, and literal 

language impact the reader’s understanding and feelings about a topic.

• Affix

• Antonym

• Dictionary

• Etymology

• Heteronym

• Part of speech

• Reference

• Root

• Synonym

• Thesaurus

• Glossary

• Context clues

• Definition

• Prefix

• Denotation

3.0
• I can use strategies like context clues, root words, affixes, and reference materials to 

figure out a word’s/phrase’s definition, or denotation.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Annotate words or phrases that are hints that a word’s meaning or definition is 

coming, like “for instance,” “that is,” and “which means.”

• Define common Greek and Latin roots and give examples of words containing them.

• Define common prefixes and suffixes and give examples of words containing them.

• Use an online or book dictionary, thesaurus, or glossary to look up word meanings, 

pronunciations, synonyms, antonyms, and etymologies of a word.

• Use context clues or a dictionary to figure out a word’s part of speech.

• Describe how current events can change the meanings of words, like technology 

changing the meanings of “tweet,” “blog,” or “tag.”

• List common heteronyms (words that are pronounced differently depending on their 

meaning, but have the same spelling,) like “tear” or “bass.”

Resources

Derivational Constancy Spelling sorts

Affix PowerPoints

Read-Alouds

Denotative v connotative Empower Activity- 0160640

Evidence

• Affix tests- Empower

• Derivational Constancy Assessments

• Denotative v connotative empower assessment - 0215703

Analyzing Language AL1



Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:

• 6. RL.6.4- Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word choice 
on meaning and tone.

• 6.RI.6.4- Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings.

• 6.L.6.4- Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 6 reading and content, choosing flexibility from a range of strategies.

• 6.L.6.4.A- Use context as a clue to meaning of a word or phrase.

• 6.L.6.5.B- Use the relationships between particular words (e.g. cause/effect, part/whole, item/category) to better understand each of the words.

• 6.L.6.5.C- Distinguish among the connotations (associations) of words with similar denotations (definitions) e.g. Stingy, scrimping, economical, unwasteful, thrifty

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form my own thoughts and opinions about how figurative, descriptive, and literal 

language impact the reader’s understanding and feelings about a topic.

• Connotative

• Denotative

• Negative

• Positive

• Synonyms

• Antonyms

• Implicit

• Explicit

3.0
• I can use reading strategies, context clues, and what I know to figure out how 

emotions and culture impact a word’s/phrase’s meaning, or its connotation.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Explain how connotative meaning differs from denotative meaning.

• Give examples of synonyms that have the same denotative meaning, but different 

connotative meanings, like aroma and stench.

• Annotate sentences or phrases in a text that elaborate or clarify the connotative 

meaning of a word.

• Describe an image or emotion associated with the connotative meaning of a word 

or phrase.

• List the possible connotative meanings of a word or phrase in context.

Resources

Fountas and Pinnell Mini Lesson book page 500-507

Read-Alouds

Poetry Unit

Figurative Language Unit
Denotative v connotative Empower Activity- 0160640

Evidence

Denotative v connotative empower assessment- 0215703

Analyzing Language AL2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/ElX5XWG5C75LoP2md4aBzYwBwKnX9WJqrRNk6hqjckrtnQ?e=XDd0WM
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EiVgVdQ-BnZIkLajlCJ51iQBLIxmp3J501jAG971ocngDA?e=WaJyZG


Reading Literature

Competency: Students will comprehend and draw conclusions about the author’s craft when reading a variety of increasingly complex print and non-print 

literary texts, citing textual evidence to support their analyses.

Standard Alignment:

• 6. RL.6.4- Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word choice 
on meaning and tone.

• 6.RI.6.4- Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings.

• 6.L.6.5- Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings

• 6.L.6.5.A- Interpret figures of speech (e.g. personification) in context

• 6.L.6.5.B- Use the relationships between particular words (e.g. cause/effect, part/whole, item/category) to better understand each of the words.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Form my own thoughts and opinions about how figurative, descriptive, and literal 

language impact the reader’s understanding and feelings about a topic.

• Alliteration

• Figurative

• Hyperbole

• Idiom

• Imagery

• Irony

• Literal

• Metaphor

• Onomatopoeia

• Personification

• Repetition

• Simile

3.0 • I can describe figurative language in a text.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Explain how figurative language is different from literal language.

• Give examples of common types of figurative language, like imagery, 

personification, repetition, simile

• Identify different types of figurative language in context,

• Annotate sentences or phrases in a text that elaborate or clarify the meaning of 

figurative language.

• Listen to an example of figurative language and sketch a picture of what it makes 

me see, feel, and experience.

Resources

Figurative language millionaire game

Figurative Language Unit

Evidence

• Figurative Language Unit – worksheets, assessments

• Spreadsheet of Figurative Language in The Iron Giant (or other read-alouds)

• Esperanza Rising text and organizer

Analyzing Language AL3

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EiVgVdQ-BnZIkLajlCJ51iQBLIxmp3J501jAG971ocngDA?e=WaJyZG


Writing Informational

Competency: Students will write informational texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly for different purposes, audiences, and 

structures.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.1.A- Introduce claim(s) and organize the reasons and evidence clearly.

• 6.W.6.3.A- Engage and orient the reader by establishing a context and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally and logically

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Decide which text structure would best fit a writing assignment, like choosing a 

problem/solution structure or causation structure.

• Anecdote

• Audience

• Evidence

• Fact

• Hook

• Introduction

• Purpose

• Thesis

• Topic

• Topic sentence

• Argument

• Introduction

• Conclusion

• Body

• Format

• Engaging

• Sequence of events

• Narrator

3.0
• I can write an introduction paragraph that clearly introduces the main idea or 

argument for my paper and engages the reader.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Explain the purpose of an introduction paragraph, topic sentence, and thesis 

statement.

• Annotate words in a writing prompt that explain the topic, purpose, and audience 

for a response.

• Use keywords from a prompt to create ideas for possible thesis statements or positions 

on a topic.

• Describe the purpose of a hook.

• List possible ways to write a hook, like using an interesting questions, anecdote, or 

fact.

• Write topic sentences that are appropriate if I am given a set of evidence or 

information.

Resources

Argumentative Unit

Text Structure Unit

Memoir Unit

Fictional Narrative Unit

Evidence

• Argumentative Unit – Essay Rubric

• Research Paper (Text Structure Unit)

Generating Text Organization and Structure GTOS1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EsaQ-fo_zjJFgrqEZF5z1_cB5pN-oVJJ_MnySPC1fT3epA?e=QaEiqG
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EtM2Z0xL7uFFhNY3Rt9UzBEB51iz_JijsGKhn_Yz8-fN3w?e=flk0qB
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EtMRLGsENmdJjtNZsgpS6hQBtZPaSFBnSfzO4L7A4Uu_ng?e=UluhNY
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Eke_OP0qzSJBqzsC8l2xLzwBoyunf3A8QrcWuf0y4hcQNg?e=0BGNIu


Writing Informational

Competency: Students will write informational texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly for different purposes, audiences, and 

structures.

Standard Alignment:
• 6.W.6.2- Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and analysis or relevant content.

• 6.W.6.2A- Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such as definition, classification, comparison/contrast and 
cause/effect; include headings, graphics, and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension

• 6.W.6.2.B- Develop a topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Decide which text structure would best fit a writing assignment, like choosing a 

problem/solution structure or causation structure.

• Causation

• Comparison

• Contrast

• Description

• Problem/solution

• Relationship

• Sequence

• Text structure

• Transition

• Argument

• Evidence

• Format

• Introduction

• Body

• Conclusion

• Engaging

3.0 • I can organize my writing using the text structure I’m assigned.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Describe common text structures, like description, sequence, causation, 

problem/solution, and comparison.

• Identify transition words and phrases that are used in a description structure, like “for 

example,” and “for instance.”

• Identify transition words and phrases that are used in a sequence structure, like “first,” 

“next,” and “finally.”

• Identify transition words and phrases that are used in a causation structure, like 

“because of,” as a result,” and “due to.”

• Identify words and phrases that are used in a problem/solution structure, like “in 

response,” “to solve this problem,” and “in return.”

• Identify transition words and phrases that are used in a comparison structure, like “in 

contrast,” “unlike,” and “in comparison.”

• Use a graphic organizer to demonstrate how a set of ideas relate to one another.

Resources

Argumentative Unit

Text Structure Unit

Memoir Unit

Fictional Narrative Unit

Evidence

• Argumentative Unit – Essay Rubric

• Text Structure Unit – prompts; Research paper

Generating Text Organization and Structure GTOS2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EsaQ-fo_zjJFgrqEZF5z1_cB5pN-oVJJ_MnySPC1fT3epA?e=QaEiqG
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Writing Informational

Competency: Students will write informational texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly for different purposes, audiences, and 

structures.

Standard Alignment:
• 6.W.6.1.A- Introduce claim(s) and organize the reasons and evidence clearly.

• 6.W.6.2A- Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such as definition, classification, comparison/contrast 
and cause/effect; include headings, graphics, and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension

• 6.W.6.2.B- Develop a topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Decide which text structure would best fit a writing assignment, like choosing a 

problem/solution structure or causation structure.

• Body paragraph

• Caption

• Chart

• Claim

• Conclusion

• Evidence

• Formatting

• Graph

• Heading

• Outline

• Reason

• Text feature

• Topic

• Topic sentence

• Introduction

• Keywords

3.0 • I can organize and develop my ideas into writing using text features and formatting.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary

• Explain the purpose of the introduction, body, and conclusion paragraphs of a text.

• Create an outline of the introduction, body, and conclusion paragraphs of a text.

• Explain when to begin a new paragraph in a text.

• Identify elements of an effective body paragraph, such as topic sentence, reasons, 

evidence, and explanation.

• Identify the purpose of headings in a text.

• Identify the major keywords across a passage of text in order to create a heading.

• List possible text features that can be used to add clarity and information to a text, 

like charts, graphs, images, and captions.

Resources

Argumentative Unit

Text Structure Unit

Evidence

• Research Paper (Text Structure Unit)

• Argument Writing piece

Generating Text Organization and Structure GTOS3

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EsaQ-fo_zjJFgrqEZF5z1_cB5pN-oVJJ_MnySPC1fT3epA?e=QaEiqG
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Writing Informational

Competency: Students will write informational texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly for different purposes, audiences, and 

structures.

Standard Alignment:
• 6.W.6.1.E- Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the argument presented.

• 6.W.6.2.F- Provide a concluding statement or section that follows form the information or explanation presented.

• 6.W.6.3.E- Provide a conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences or events.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Decide which text structure would best fit a writing assignment, like choosing a 

problem/solution structure or causation structure.

• Argumentative

• Call to action

• Conclusion

• Explanatory

• Implication

• Thesis

• Topic sentence

• Format

3.0
• I can write a conclusion paragraph that relates to the argument or information I wrote 

about and makes sense.

2.0

• Recognize and remember specific vocabulary.

• Explain the purpose of a conclusion for argumentative and explanatory texts.

• Annotate the thesis and topic sentences from each paragraph in a text

• Rephrase the topic sentences and thesis statement from a text in the conclusion.

• Explain why the ideas in a text are important, what their implications are, and how 

they relate to a reader.

• Describe what a reader should know or want to do by the end of a text.

• Create ideas for a call to action for the conclusion of an argumentative text.

Resources

Argumentative Unit

Text Structure Unit

Memoir Unit

Fictional Narrative Unit

Evidence

• Argumentative Unit – Essay Rubric

• Research Paper (Text Structure Unit)

Generating Text Organization and Structure GTOS4
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Writing Opinion/Argument

Competency: Students will write argument pieces on topics or texts, supporting claims with reasons and information backed by research.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.1- Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence

• 6.SL.6.4- Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and using pertinent descriptions, facts, and details to accentuate main ideas or themes; use appropriate eye contact, 

adequate volume, and clear pronunciation

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Defend a position that one claim is stronger than another using evidence and 

reasons

• Audience

• Claim

• Defend

• Draft

• Opinion

• Outline

• Purpose

• Quality

• Reason

• Evidence

• Source
3.0 • I can present well-defined claims with clear supporting reasons.

2.0

• Recognize and recall specific vocabulary

• Explain the relationship between a claim and reasons

• Explain the characteristics of a strong claim (such as defended with evidence)

• Use a prompt to determine the topic, purpose, and audience for a text

• Generate possible opinions or interpretations about a topic or text

• State a clear claim about a topic or text

• Generate possible reasons that could support a claim

• Explain the characteristics of a good reason for a claim (such as there should be 

evidence that supports it, it should relate directly to the claim, it should be distinct 

from other reasons)

Resources

Argument Writing Unit

Evidence

• Argument Writing Unit – Essay Rubric, class debates

Generating Claims, Evidence, and Reasoning GCER1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fbowersc%5Fcharleston%5Fk12%5Fil%5Fus%2FDocuments%2FArgument%20Unit%2FArgument%20Writing%20Unit&FolderCTID=0x0120003BB3252AD86A0B4D8105962CA974D301


Writing Opinion/Argument

Competency: Students will write argument pieces on topics or texts, supporting claims with reasons and information backed by research.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.1- Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence

• 6.W.6.1.B- Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant evidence, using credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text

• 6.SL.6.4- Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and using pertinent descriptions, facts, and details to accentuate main ideas or themes; use appropriate eye contact, 

adequate volume, and clear pronunciation

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Defend a position that one claim is stronger than another using evidence and 

reasons

• Concrete

• Claim

• Detail

• Evidence

• Paraphrase

• Quotation3.0 • I can support claims and reasons with evidence and concrete details.

2.0

• Recognize and recall specific vocabulary

• Explain the relationship between evidence and reasons

• Describe appropriate sources of evidence for a claim

• Demonstrate how to incorporate a quotation into a text

• Demonstrate how to paraphrase material and incorporate the paraphrase into a text

• Identify passages or quotes in a text that relate to a specific reason in a draft

Resources

Argument Writing Unit

Evidence

• Argument Writing Unit – Essay Rubric, class debates

Generating Claims, Evidence, and Reasoning GCER2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fbowersc%5Fcharleston%5Fk12%5Fil%5Fus%2FDocuments%2FArgument%20Unit%2FArgument%20Writing%20Unit&FolderCTID=0x0120003BB3252AD86A0B4D8105962CA974D301


Inquiry, Investigation, and Research

Competency: Students will engage in research to investigate, analyze, and integrate information, demonstrating an understanding of the use of credible 

and relevant sources.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.RI.6.7- Integrate information presented in different media or formats as well as in words to develop a coherent understanding of a topic or issue

• 6.W.6.1.B- Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant evidence, using credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text

• 6.W.6.7- Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several sources and refocusing the inquiry when appropriate.

• 6.W.6.8- Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources; assess the credibility of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while 

avoiding plagiarism and providing basic bibliographic information for sources

• 6.W.6.9- Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.

• 6.SL.6.1.D- Review the key ideas expressed and demonstrate understanding of multiple perspectives through reflection and paraphrasing

• 6.SL.6.2- Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats and explain how it contributes to a topic, text, or issue under study.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0
• Select sources for a particular topic that are relevant and credible

• Call number

• Database

• Digital

• Keyword

• Print

• Search engine

• source

3.0 • I can gather information from digital and print sources to support a claim

2.0

• List types of sources that are considered print sources

• List types of sources that are considered digital sources

• Describe different methods of finding sources (search engine, library database, 

browsing library shelves)

• Demonstrate how to look for books using a library database and call number

• Describe how to use indexes and tables of contents to find information in print 

sources

Resources

Argument Writing Unit

Text Structure Unit

Evidence

• Argument Writing Unit – essay

• Text Structure Unit – research paper

Sources and Research SR1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fbowersc%5Fcharleston%5Fk12%5Fil%5Fus%2FDocuments%2FArgument%20Unit%2FArgument%20Writing%20Unit&FolderCTID=0x0120003BB3252AD86A0B4D8105962CA974D301
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EtM2Z0xL7uFFhNY3Rt9UzBEB51iz_JijsGKhn_Yz8-fN3w?e=flk0qB


Inquiry, Investigation, and Research

Competency: Students will engage in research to investigate, analyze, and integrate information, demonstrating an understanding of the use of credible 

and relevant sources.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.8- Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources; assess the credibility of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while 

avoiding plagiarism and providing basic bibliographic information for sources

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0
• Select sources for a particular topic that are relevant and credible

• Accurate

• Bias

• Blog

• Claim

• Credible

• Domain

• Evidence

• Source

• URL

• Verifiable

3.0 • I can assess the credibility of sources

2.0

• Explain why it is important to evaluate the credibility of websites

• Describe what makes a source credible

• Identify the author or organization that wrote an online or print source

• List types of online sources which may be biased or not provide verifiable evidence 

for claims (blogs, Tumblr, Wikipedia, etc.)

• List types of websites that are usually credible because they provide verifiable or 

accurate data (such as newspaper/government/educational websites)

• Explain the meaning of .com, .org, .gov, and .edu in domain names of websites

• Identify evidence provided by the author of an article or webpage that supports his 

or her claims

• Identify characteristics of a webpage that may indicate it is not a credible source

Resources

Learning.com

Argument Writing Unit

Text Structures Unit

Evidence

• Argument Writing Unit – essay

• Text Structure Unit – research paper

Sources and Research SR2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fbowersc%5Fcharleston%5Fk12%5Fil%5Fus%2FDocuments%2FArgument%20Unit%2FArgument%20Writing%20Unit&FolderCTID=0x0120003BB3252AD86A0B4D8105962CA974D301
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EtM2Z0xL7uFFhNY3Rt9UzBEB51iz_JijsGKhn_Yz8-fN3w?e=flk0qB


Inquiry, Investigation, and Research

Competency: Students will engage in research to investigate, analyze, and integrate information, demonstrating an understanding of the use of credible 

and relevant sources.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.8- Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources; assess the credibility of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while 

avoiding plagiarism and providing basic bibliographic information for sources

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0
• Select sources for a particular topic that are relevant and credible

• Author

• Bibliography

• Cite

• Format

• Entry

• Publication date

• Publisher

• Source

• title

3.0 • I can provide basic bibliographic information for sources.

2.0

• Explain why it is important to cite sources and create bibliographies

• Identify the author and title of a print source

• Identify the author, title, and web address of a digital source

• State the author or title of a source when incorporating quotes and describing the 

author’s ideas

• Record the titles and authors of print sources in a bibliography

• Record the web addresses for digital sources in a bibliography

Resources

Citing sources PowerPoint for book citations

Elements of a Story Unit

Argument Writing Unit

Text Structures Unit

Evidence

• Elements of a Story Unit – cite picture books

• Research Paper (Text Structure Unit)

• Argument Writing Unit - essay

Sources and Research SR3

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EZQmWv00_UhJhOZk79ZbvU4BIMN5cIIX_xSq9XxBiswa_A?e=aS7Ymt
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=R1aHUh
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fbowersc%5Fcharleston%5Fk12%5Fil%5Fus%2FDocuments%2FArgument%20Unit%2FArgument%20Writing%20Unit&FolderCTID=0x0120003BB3252AD86A0B4D8105962CA974D301
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EtM2Z0xL7uFFhNY3Rt9UzBEB51iz_JijsGKhn_Yz8-fN3w?e=flk0qB


Writing Narrative

Competency: Students will write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, dialogue, and 

clear event sequences.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.3- Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event sequences

• 6.W.6.3.A- Engage and orient the reader by establishing a context and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally and logically

• 6.W.6.3.B- Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and description, to develop experiences, events, and/or characters

• 6.W.6.3.D- Use precise words and phrases, relevant descriptive details, and sensory language to convey experiences and events

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0
• Adapt a narrative so that it is told from the perspective of a different character

• Character

• Descriptive detail

• Dialogue

• Dialogue tag

• Figurative language

• Sensory language

• setting

3.0
• I can use relevant descriptions, dialogue, and sensory language to convey events, 

experiences, settings, and characters.

2.0

• Determine the main characters/setting in a narrative

• Generate descriptive details and sensory language that could describe a particular 

setting/describe how a character feels about an event or experience

• Annotate instances of descriptions that tell (rather than show) a reader what is 

happening

• Generate possible revisions that will show (rather than tell) a reader what a character 

is experiencing

• Explain the purpose of dialogue (show character’s personality, move the plot 

forward, character emotions)

• Use dialogue tags to introduce different characters’ dialogue

• Demonstrate how to incorporate dialogue into a narrative

Resources

Memoir Unit

Fictional Narrative Unit

Elements of a Story Unit
Fountas and Pinnell Minilesson book page 264-270

Evidence

• Rubric – Memoir Unit, Fictional Narrative Unit

• Elements of a Story Unit: 3 Little Pigs Adaptation

Generating Narratives GN1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EtMRLGsENmdJjtNZsgpS6hQBtZPaSFBnSfzO4L7A4Uu_ng?e=UluhNY
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Eke_OP0qzSJBqzsC8l2xLzwBoyunf3A8QrcWuf0y4hcQNg?e=0BGNIu
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=8N2mLS


Writing Narrative

Competency: Students will write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, dialogue, and 

clear event sequences.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.3.C- Use a variety of transition words, phrases, and clauses to convey sequence and signal ships from one time frame or setting to another

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0
• Adapt a narrative so that it is told from the perspective of a different character

• clarity

• Paragraph

• Purpose

• Shift

• Time

• Timeline

• transition

3.0 • I can use transition words to signal shifts in time or setting.

2.0

• Describe the purpose of various transitions

• Annotate passages in a text where the setting or time shifts

• Start a new paragraph when a shift in time or place occurs in a narrative

• Generate possible transitions that could add clarity to a text

• Mark shifts in time or place on a timeline or outline for a narrative

Resources

Memoir Unit

Fictional Narrative Unit

Elements of a Story Unit

Evidence

• Rubric – Memoir Unit, Fictional Narrative Unit

• Elements of a Story Unit: 3 Little Pigs Adaptation

Generating Narratives GN2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EtMRLGsENmdJjtNZsgpS6hQBtZPaSFBnSfzO4L7A4Uu_ng?e=UluhNY
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Eke_OP0qzSJBqzsC8l2xLzwBoyunf3A8QrcWuf0y4hcQNg?e=0BGNIu
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=8N2mLS


Writing Informational

Competency: Students will write informational texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly for different purposes, audiences, and 

structures.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.10- Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time frames for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0
• Choose an appropriate audience for a general topic or prompt

• Action verb

• Detail

• Entertain

• Format

• inform

• Persuade

• Prompt

• Purpose

3.0 • I can develop writing for a specific purpose.

2.0

• Describe common purposes of a text (such as to inform, persuade, entertain).

• Identify types of texts that are usually written for a specific purpose (for example, an 

editorial or opinion piece in a newspaper is usually written to persuade).

• Identify types of details that are typical in different types of texts (for example, an 

informative text uses facts to teach a reader something new).

• Annotate words or phrases in a prompt that indicate the requested format of a 

response (such as a letter, speech, essay).

• Generate a purpose statement using an action verb from a prompt and the topic to 
be addressed.

Resources

Argument Writing Unit

Text Structure Unit

Quick Writes

Evidence

• Argument Writing Unit – essay, debates

• Research Paper (Text Structure Unit)

• Quick Writes

Audience, Purpose and Task APT1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fbowersc%5Fcharleston%5Fk12%5Fil%5Fus%2FDocuments%2FArgument%20Unit%2FArgument%20Writing%20Unit&FolderCTID=0x0120003BB3252AD86A0B4D8105962CA974D301
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EtM2Z0xL7uFFhNY3Rt9UzBEB51iz_JijsGKhn_Yz8-fN3w?e=flk0qB
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EnS8wIP8ZVhEumvTGNupLkQBobnajf_dPTAEv8IfZmWb5Q?e=EMSMhW


Writing Informational

Competency: Students will write informational texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly for different purposes, audiences, and 

structures.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.10- Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time frames for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0
• Choose an appropriate audience for a general topic or prompt

• Appeal

• Audience

• Expectation

• Format

• Prompt

• Word choice3.0 • I can develop writing for a specific audience.

2.0

• Explain why it is important to consider the audience of a text before writing.

• Annotate words or phrases in a prompt that suggest who the audience might be for 

a response.

• Explain what the intended audience of a text might expect or want.

• Explain how word choice and the format of a text can be used to appeal to different 

audiences.

• Revise a sentence’s word choice and phrasing so that it appeals to a specific 

audience.

Resources

Open Mind Project

Argument Writing Unit

Evidence

• Argument Writing Unit - essay

• Open Mind Project

Audience, Purpose and Task APT2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EQxxtrzU0xZJoZ4CUEHnyPsBoVGyk0SFpIddjlDamnO2Ow?e=C0ks6N
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fbowersc%5Fcharleston%5Fk12%5Fil%5Fus%2FDocuments%2FArgument%20Unit%2FArgument%20Writing%20Unit&FolderCTID=0x0120003BB3252AD86A0B4D8105962CA974D301


Writing Narrative

Competency: Students will write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, dialogue, and 

clear event sequences.
Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.1.C- Use words, phrases, and clauses to clarify the relationships among claim(s) and reasons.

• 6.W.6.2.C- Use appropriate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts.

• 6.L.6.3.B- Maintain consistency in style and tone.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Revise an informal response into an informative text with a clear main idea and a 

formal style

• Detail

• Main idea

• Summarize

• Thesis

• Topic sentence

• transition3.0 • I can incorporate transitions to clarify relationships in a draft

2.0

• Annotate the thesis or topic sentence in each paragraph of a text.

• Summarize or explain the main idea of each paragraph of a text.

• Annotate sentences or details that do not belong in a paragraph.

• List transitions that could introduce a new idea.

• List transitions that can introduce an explanation or example.

• Annotate places in a text where the relationship between two ideas is unclear.

Resources

Argument Writing Unit

Text Structures Unit

Open Mind Project

Evidence

• Argument Writing Unit – essay

• Research Paper (Text Structure Unit)

• Open Mind Project

Revision R1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fbowersc%5Fcharleston%5Fk12%5Fil%5Fus%2FDocuments%2FArgument%20Unit%2FArgument%20Writing%20Unit&FolderCTID=0x0120003BB3252AD86A0B4D8105962CA974D301
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EtM2Z0xL7uFFhNY3Rt9UzBEB51iz_JijsGKhn_Yz8-fN3w?e=flk0qB
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EQxxtrzU0xZJoZ4CUEHnyPsBoVGyk0SFpIddjlDamnO2Ow?e=C0ks6N


Writing Narrative

Competency: Students will write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, dialogue, and 

clear event sequences.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.1.D- Establish and maintain a formal style.

• 6.W.6.2.D- Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.

• 6.W.6.2.E- Establish and maintain a formal style.

• 6.W.6.3.B- Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and description, to develop experiences, events, and/or characters.

• 6.L.6.3.B- Maintain consistency in style and tone.

• 6.L.6.6- Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase 

important to comprehension or expression.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Revise an informal response into an informative text with a clear main idea and a 

formal style

• Abbreviation

• Contraction

• Domain

• Draft

• Elaboration

• Example

• Vocabulary

• Formal

• Informal

• Part of speech

• Slang

• Synonym

• Thesaurus

• Vague

3.0 • I can incorporate domain-specific vocabulary and precise details in a draft.

2.0

• Identify domain-specific vocabulary that relates to a topic under investigation.

• Use a dictionary to define a domain-specific word’s part of speech and usage.

• Use a thesaurus to find synonyms for a vague or overused word.

• Annotate passages in a draft where the ideas or details might need an example or 

elaboration.

• Identify informal language (such as slang, abbreviations, contractions) that should be 

replaced with more formal language.

Resources

Text Structure Unit

Argument Writing Unit

Evidence

• Research Paper (Text Structure Unit)

• Argument Writing Unit - essay

Revision R2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EtM2Z0xL7uFFhNY3Rt9UzBEB51iz_JijsGKhn_Yz8-fN3w?e=flk0qB
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fbowersc%5Fcharleston%5Fk12%5Fil%5Fus%2FDocuments%2FArgument%20Unit%2FArgument%20Writing%20Unit&FolderCTID=0x0120003BB3252AD86A0B4D8105962CA974D301


Writing Narrative

Competency: Students will write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, dialogue, and 

clear event sequences.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.W.6.1.D- Establish and maintain a formal style.

• 6.W.6.2.E- Establish and maintain a formal style.

• 6.W.6.3.B- Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and description, to develop experiences, events, and/or characters.

• 6.L.6.3.A- Vary sentence patterns for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.

• 6.L.6.3.B- Maintain consistency in style and tone.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Revise an informal response into an informative text with a clear main idea and a 

formal style

• Complex sentences

• Compound sentences

• Coordinating conjunctions

• Dependent clause

• Independent clause

• Simple sentence

• Subordinating conjunction

3.0 • I can revise sentences in a draft so that they vary in length and complexity.

2.0

• Describe the difference between independent and dependent clauses.

• Identify compound, complex, and simple sentences.

• Combine two related sentences by using a coordinating conjunction.

• Expand sentences by adding a dependent clause and subordinating conjunction to 

a complete sentence.

• Simplify sentences by removing unnecessary or unrelated clauses, phrases, or words.

• Describe which types of sentences are most prevalent in a paragraph.

Resources

Memoir Unit

Fictional Narrative Unit

Evidence

• Rubrics – Memoir, Fictional Narrative

Revision R3

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EtMRLGsENmdJjtNZsgpS6hQBtZPaSFBnSfzO4L7A4Uu_ng?e=UluhNY
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Eke_OP0qzSJBqzsC8l2xLzwBoyunf3A8QrcWuf0y4hcQNg?e=0BGNIu


Speaking, Listening, and Language

Competency: Students will speak effectively to express ideas for a variety of purposes and audiences while responding respectfully to diverse perspectives 

and expressing ideas clearly and purposefully.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.L.6.1.C- Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in pronoun number and person

• 6.L.6.1.D- Recognize and correct vague pronouns (I.e. ones with unclear or ambiguous antecedents)

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0
• Develop a strategy to revise the use of pronouns throughout a text

• Agree

• Antecedent

• Gender

• Number

• Person

• Pronoun3.0 • I can use pronouns that match their antecedents in number and person.

2.0

• Identify the antecedent of a pronoun in a sentence or passage.

• Identify the pronoun of an antecedent in a sentence or passage.

• List the characteristics of an antecedent and pronoun that need to agree.

• List pronouns that could replace a given antecedent.

• Identify pronouns in a text that do not have clear antecedents.

• Explain why it is important that a pronoun and antecedent match.

Resources

My Perspectives- Online Grammar

Evidence

• My Perspectives- Worksheet PDF pg 7

• Student writing

Parts of Speech PS1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EXHPuOIZVuxLrSELVIhyikQBFNOCmNPRepYQqwyiMmQOPA?e=y6L9H4


Speaking, Listening, and Language

Competency: Students will speak effectively to express ideas for a variety of purposes and audiences while responding respectfully to diverse perspectives 

and expressing ideas clearly and purposefully.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.L.6.1.A- Ensure that pronouns are in the proper case (subjective, objective, possessive)

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0
• Develop a strategy to revise the use of pronouns throughout a text

• Case

• Compound pronoun

• Object

• Objective case

• Possessive case

• Pronoun

• Subject

• Subjective case

3.0 • I can use pronouns in the correct case.

2.0

• Explain the difference between the subject and object of a sentence.

• Make a chart that lists the different cases of common pronouns (for example, the 

entries for the subjective pronoun he might also include him, his, himself).

• Identify objective pronouns in a sentence.

• Identify subjective pronouns in a sentence.

• Explain when to use an objective pronoun and when to use a subjective pronoun.

• Identify compound pronouns in a sentence.

• Identify compound pronouns in the wrong case.

• Explain when to use possessive pronouns.

Resources

My Perspectives- Online Grammar

Evidence

My Perspectives- Worksheet PDF pg. 12

Student Writing

Parts of Speech PS2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EXHPuOIZVuxLrSELVIhyikQBFNOCmNPRepYQqwyiMmQOPA?e=y6L9H4


Speaking, Listening, and Language

Competency: Students will speak effectively to express ideas for a variety of purposes and audiences while responding respectfully to diverse perspectives 

and expressing ideas clearly and purposefully.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.L.6.1.B- Use intensive pronouns (e.g. myself, ourselves)

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0
• Develop a strategy to revise the use of pronouns throughout a text

• Intensive pronoun

• Reflexive pronoun

3.0 • I can use reflexive and intensive pronouns.

2.0

• List intensive and reflexive pronouns (such as myself, herself, himself, themselves).

• Describe the difference between an intensive and reflexive pronoun.

• Identify intensive and reflexive pronouns in a text.

• Identify the antecedent for an intensive or reflexive pronoun.

• Use a reflexive pronoun in a sentence.

• Use an intensive pronoun in a sentence.

Resources

My Perspectives- Online Grammar

Evidence

My Perspectives- Worksheet PDF pg. 9

Student writing

Parts of Speech PS3

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EXHPuOIZVuxLrSELVIhyikQBFNOCmNPRepYQqwyiMmQOPA?e=y6L9H4


Writing Narrative

Competency: Students will write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, dialogue, and 

clear event sequences.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.L.6.2.B- Spell correctly.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Generate and test a checklist that can be used to check for common grammatical, 

spelling, punctuation, and capitalization errors

• Adjective

• Adverb

• Future tense

• Modifier

• Noun

• Past tense

• Plural

• Subject

• Tense

• Verb

3.0
• I can edit for subject/verb and modifier agreement and inappropriate shifts in verb 

tense.

2.0

• Identify the subject and predicate in a sentence.

• Identify singular and plural subjects and verbs.

• Identify verbs in the present, past, and future tenses.

• Identify situations when it is appropriate to shift verb tense.

• Identify adjectives, adverbs, and other modifiers in a text.

• Identify the object, quality, or action (noun, adjective, or verb) being modified by a 

modifier in a sentence.

Resources

Memoir Unit

Argument Writing Unit

Fictional Narrative Unit

Evidence

• Rubrics – Memoir, Argumentative Essay, Fictional Narrative

Editing E1

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EtMRLGsENmdJjtNZsgpS6hQBtZPaSFBnSfzO4L7A4Uu_ng?e=UluhNY
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EsaQ-fo_zjJFgrqEZF5z1_cB5pN-oVJJ_MnySPC1fT3epA?e=QaEiqG
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Eke_OP0qzSJBqzsC8l2xLzwBoyunf3A8QrcWuf0y4hcQNg?e=0BGNIu


Writing Narrative

Competency: Students will write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, dialogue, and 

clear event sequences.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.L.6.2.B- Spell correctly.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Generate and test a checklist that can be used to check for common grammatical, 

spelling, punctuation, and capitalization errors

• Capitalize

• Cardinal direction

• Dictionary

• Proper adjective

• Proper noun

• Quote
3.0 • I can edit for capitalization.

2.0

• Use a dictionary to check if a word should generally be capitalized.

• List kinds of nouns that are considered proper nouns and should be capitalized.

• Identify proper adjectives in a sentence or text.

• Demonstrate when to capitalize the first word in a quote.

• Capitalize the pronoun I.

• Describe which kinds of words should be capitalized in a title.

• Describe when to capitalize cardinal directions.

Resources

Memoir Unit

Elements of a Story Unit

Argument Writing Unit

Text Structures Unit

Fictional Narrative Unit

Evidence

• Rubrics – Memoir, Argumentative Essay, Research Paper, 3 Little Pigs Adaptation, Fictional Narrative

Editing E2

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EtMRLGsENmdJjtNZsgpS6hQBtZPaSFBnSfzO4L7A4Uu_ng?e=UluhNY
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=R1aHUh
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EsaQ-fo_zjJFgrqEZF5z1_cB5pN-oVJJ_MnySPC1fT3epA?e=QaEiqG
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EtM2Z0xL7uFFhNY3Rt9UzBEB51iz_JijsGKhn_Yz8-fN3w?e=wShqNf
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Eke_OP0qzSJBqzsC8l2xLzwBoyunf3A8QrcWuf0y4hcQNg?e=0BGNIu


Writing Narrative

Competency: Students will write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, dialogue, and 

clear event sequences.

Standard Alignment:

• 6.L.6.2.B- Spell correctly.

Learning Targets and Skills Vocabulary

4.0

• Generate and test a checklist that can be used to check for common grammatical, 

spelling, punctuation, and capitalization errors

• Affix

• Apostrophe

• Homophone

• Possessive pronoun

• Root

• Vocabulary3.0 • I can edit for correct spelling.

2.0

• Explain the correct usage of homophones that are frequently confused (such 

as their, they’re, there).

• Use a dictionary to verify the correct usage of a homophone.

• Write possessive pronouns without an apostrophe.

• Create a list of common Greek and Latin roots and affixes and their meanings.

• Demonstrate how to use an affix to change the meaning of a word.

• Correctly spell directly taught vocabulary.

Resources

Memoir Unit

Elements of a Story Unit

Argument Writing Unit

Text Structures Unit

Fictional Narrative Unit

Evidence

• Rubrics – Memoir, Argumentative Essay, Research Paper, 3 Little Pigs Adaptation, Fictional Narrative

• DSA spelling assessment

Editing E3

https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/hopperl_charleston_k12_il_us/EtMRLGsENmdJjtNZsgpS6hQBtZPaSFBnSfzO4L7A4Uu_ng?e=UluhNY
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Er4ho3LVFDZCmm8IWF9hL1MBbP0tABs1QHbtIaoGdsvJng?e=R1aHUh
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EsaQ-fo_zjJFgrqEZF5z1_cB5pN-oVJJ_MnySPC1fT3epA?e=QaEiqG
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/EtM2Z0xL7uFFhNY3Rt9UzBEB51iz_JijsGKhn_Yz8-fN3w?e=wShqNf
https://charlestoncusd1-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bowersc_charleston_k12_il_us/Eke_OP0qzSJBqzsC8l2xLzwBoyunf3A8QrcWuf0y4hcQNg?e=0BGNIu

